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Its cutting-edge design reflects 
the latest trends in coffee shops, 
boutique hotels, cocktail bars, 
juice bars and business centres.

Four models
that multiply your 
options

Smoke Grey Natural SandNatural SandSmoke Grey

The first automatic juicer that 
provides information about the 
performance and productivity of 
your fleet of machines in real time.

Control your business remotely 
Improved machine productivity 
Preventive maintenance
Error alert and solution management
Configuration of Cashless mode

Connect with your Soul

The first  
Smart Juicer

A new way to make juice,  
at the push of a button.

Push&Juice
Natural intuition

Soul Series 2

The world of juice will 
never be the same 
again, thanks to the 
new Soul. 
This is the start of a 
new future in which 
maximum innovation 
and authentic style 
are contained in the 
minimum space.

Small. Smart. Stylish

Only the best  
juicing system  
can cater for  
any type of citrus
Soul juices limes, lemons and 
oranges ranging from 30-81 mm 
thanks to its new accessory kits.
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Residuos x2
Capacidad para 
10 cítricos

Ultra compact

Countertop kit  
for continuous waste removal 

Cup dispenser 
with serviette holder for an optimum experience 
 Fruit basket  
unique design, holds up to 12 kg of fruit

Add to your  
juice corner

It is simply amazing that so 
little space can offer such good 
capacity and speed. 

We innovate to make  
your life easier. 

All the parts can be washed  
in the dishwasher.

Optimising 
juicing

Automatic 
sweeper filter

Easy to clean

The new Soul comes with  
accessories to create the perfect 
atmosphere for the best  
juice service.

Innovation in constant  
evolution. Our system has  
been re-engineered to juice  
at twice the speed.

Conical System®
1 juice/10”

The design of its new 
exclusive, user-friendly tap 
serves juice perfectly. 

Central flow with direct  
light so customers can see 
the juice fall directly into 
their cups.  

Light up the juice  
of the future

New Case Out
The juicing system comes  
out quickly and easily

Trays open  
independently to  
remove waste  
quicker.

Waste tray x2
Capacity for 16  
pieces of citrus fruit

Optimum 
functionality

Cups 125 mm high

oranges  
per minute
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